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1. What NewSum is about
NewSum is a smartphone application designed to run in the android operating system. It
is supported by the android versions 2.1+
The application searches for news in a variety of sources, groups articles that refer to
the same topic and finally creates a summary for each topic. The user may choose both
the sources of the news (like bbc.co.uk, dw.de, etc) as well as the categories of the news,
according to his personal preferences/interests (e.g. politics, sports, culture).
The application has been designed based on two fundamental principles. The first is that
the application be easy to learn by the average user. The second is the minimization of
data transferred through the internet. This ensures that NewSum is easily used while the
charge per volume is negligible.

2. Installing NewSum
In order to install NewSum, all you have to do is visit Google Play, search for NewSum in
the application list, download, and install it, as is the case with most smartphone
applications. Once the application is downloaded to your mobile, it will be installed by
android and will be ready for use. Installation of NewSum is also possible from the SciFY
website.
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3. Using NewSum
3a. Initializing the application
In order to start the application, browse your application's menu and click the icon
named NewSum.
The application will load and show the following:

Picture 1.1: First Start-up (Announcement)

Picture 1.2: First Start-up (Help)

In this first start-up, the application informs you that additional changes may be made by
pressing your mobile's menu button (Picture 1.2). In addition, in Picture 1.1 an
announcement notifies you of any developments concerning NewSum (updates, fixes,
etc.). By pressing 'OK' in this window, the news in the current category is shown.
3b. Exploring the news
Upon start-up, the application communicates with the server and shows the latest news
retrieved for each category. With a vertical swipe, you may view all the topics for the
current category.
News is sorted first based on date [1] and then on importance [2]. That is to say, the most
recent news appears first. Same date news is sorted based on the number of articles in
which the news appears.
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3c. Exploring Categories
Upon clicking on a category from the categories tabs, NewSum shows the topics of the
selected category.

Pic. 2.1: Selected category “Europe”

Pic. 2.2: Selected category “World”

3d. Viewing a Summary
Upon clicking on a topic, NewSum shows the summary it has created for this topic. The
first time you click on a topic, the application will inform you about the following:
•
•
•

That you may traverse the summaries by swiping right- left
That you may store the summary text on your mobile phone, or send it by sms,
email or share it through various social networks.
That you may, if you wish, rate a summary you just read, by pressing on a star.
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Picture 3: First summary

Picture 4: Summary view

Picture 5: Rating a summary
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After pressing 'OK' in the first window, you may read the summary for this topic, the
date the news was published, and the source for each piece of the summary. If you want
to learn more about the topic, you may click on the link that you desire, and you will be
redirected to the full article with your browser. If the news is from more than one
source, then the application will list all of the sources at the end of the summary.
Above the summary, you may press on however many stars you want in order to rate it.
For example, in Picture 5, the summary was rated with 4 stars by the user. Upon pressing
on a star, a button entitled “submit rating” will appear. Press it and you are done.
At the end of each summary appears a list of sources if the news was from more than
one source (Picture 4). As you can easily see, the summary comes from two articles even
though NewSum has discovered 5 different articles referencing this subject. NewSum
used only 2 of the 5 sources in order to avoid unnecessary repetitions of information,
thus keeping only the essence of the topic.
The“back” button of your mobile returns you to the screen with the selected category
and the news within that category. Notice that the news we read has already been
checked such that we don’t return to it the next time we seek an update. (Picture 6)

Picture 6: News history
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3e. Search Bar
As you may already have observed, the application has the ability to search articles for a
specified search term. In order to search for a term, you may use the search bar located
above the category tabs.
By using the search bar, you may search for topics containing a term that you are
interested in. For example, by entering the term “SYRIA”, the application lists all topics
found that contain the search term (Pictures 7 & 8). You may then click on a topic to view
its summary.

Picture 7: Search bar
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4. NewSum Settings
4a. General
From the main screen of NewSum (Picture 2), press on your mobile's menu button and
the application settings will arise (Picture 9):

Picture 9: Main menu
From there, select “Settings” and:
• Choose the News Categories you prefer, by using the “News Categories” button
• Choose the News Sources you are familiar with, by using the “News Sources”
button
• Select “Clear History”
• Select “Themes” to choose one of three themes
• Allow the application to collect user statistics (anonymized data). This enables us
to improve the application
• Select the language (Greek-English) using the “Language” button
• Select “Help” in order to find useful tips concerning the application
• Select “Help Us” in order to be redirected to our page and look at the ways you
may contribute to our work.
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4b. Settings Selection
From the main screen, press the “Menu” button, select “Settings, “News Categories” and
all of the news categories that the application currently supports, will appear. From
there, you may deselect the categories you are not interested in (Picture 10).

Picture 10: Category Selection
For example, deselecting most of the categories while keeping only the categories
“World”, “Top News”, and “Business”, and pressing “OK” gives us only the three
categories of interest (Picture 11).
We can then select the sources we wish to obtain the new summaries from.
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Picture 11: Three selected categories

Picture 12: Sources of News

On your mobile, press “Menu” again and choose “Settings” and then “Sources of News”.
The application shows us the sources it uses to fetch news for the chosen categories
(Picture 12). The legends refer simply to the “Category - Source”. For example, the
legend “Top News - Reuters” refers to top news articles published on the Reuters
website. At this point we can deselect sources according to our preference, maintaining
only the news sources of our choice. The application will then block these sources both
from summaries and searches.
For example, if we deselect the source “Top News - Reuters” and request again the
summary for the article in Picture (4), we see that Reuters has been excluded from the
summary and instead of five sources there are now only three, those of Al Jazeera,
Deutsche Welle and CNN (Picture 13).
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Picture 13: Summary with hidden sources
We can then select “Settings” and “Themes” in order to adjust the appearance of the
application (Picture 14). From there we can select one of the other two themes (Pictures
15, 16)
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Pic14: Selection of appearance theme

Pic 15: Selected theme “orange”

Picture 16: Selected theme “black”
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4c. Language Selection
When selecting “Language” we are presented with the choice “Greek-English”.
When“English”, for example, is selected, the application calls the English server and
returns news from English sources. When “Greek” is selected (Picture 17.2), the program
calls the Greek server and returns news from Greek sources.

Picture 17.1: Language Selection
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4d. Help Selection
Pressing “Help” in the application menu opens a window containing various tips
concerning the use of the application. The window is identical to the one that appears
initially during start-up.
4e. Donation Selection
Selecting “Help us” from the menu takes you to our “Support us” page in. If you wish, you
may then choose the way to support us. (Picture 18).

Picture 18: Get involved
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5. Frequently Asked Questions
On our site exists a section with answers to frequently asked questions concerning
NewSum. In order to view this section, click here.
If the above questions do not fulfill your needs, you may visit our forum and submit a
question about NewSum here.
If you would like to directly contact us, please click here.

Σημειώσεις:
[1] The date of the news is defined as
(a) the date of the article in which the news appears (if the news is obtained from
only one article)
(b) the date of the most recent article referring to the news topic (if the news
topic is obtained from more than one article)
[2] The more articles a news story is found in, the more significant it is considered.
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